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I'll promote aggravation of the
folly of the Untied States of
AmeriKKKa and the repression
for which they strive one notion,
under God indecision with lib-
eralism and bullshit for all.
--Yvonne Washington, C.O.W. student
Roho, 1970
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One of Wooster s mon- - Photo Courtesy of Claudia Thompson
keys, like many of the College's students, ponders its future.
Alex Pries
News Editor
With plans for the construction
of Morgan Hall and the move-
ment of the department of psy-
chology in the works, Associate
Professor of Psychology Claudia
Thompson is hoping new facili-
ties will he constructed to accommo-
date the department's continuing
use of animals in research. In
particular, there is some controversy
about the future of seven Cebus
apella moi.keys, including what
the f.ic&ties should contain and
possible alternatives should the
monkeys be forced to leave the
College.
"It is our goal. ..to make sure
that the new animal space is
something bett-j- r then the old ani-
mal ; 1 t it would be odd to
l'.'' 1v 'J : f j C. r ? v oulJn't build
a i ' j t" . t w:,:i't hotter than
t' . ' ! -- ." T! ! st.id.
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been p.. ;. .: with many stu-
dents co:icer;:eJ about the future
of these animals. Psychology
major Bridget Blasius '02 recent-
ly distributed a petition around
campus detailing why the mon-
keys should stay. "The monkeys
should stay here at Wooster because
we believe that there are a lot of
valuable things to be learned from
them and we don't know what the
future will hold," Blasius said
Blasius said she received over
300 signatures from concerned
students and forwarded a copy of
the petition to President Hales,
Dean of the Faculty Thomas
Falkner, Psychology Department
Chair Gary Gillund and members
of the Board of Trustees.
In response to the petition.
Hales told the Voice, "We are
devoting a floor of Morgan Hall
to a facility which we know will
be adequate to house rats, mice
and birds. It is not yet clear
whether this facility will meet
U.S. Department of Agriculture
requirements to house ' other
species such as non-huma- n pri-
mates. In any case, we do not plan
see Monkeys on page 2
Dean candidates to visit
Dan Shortrjdge
Staff writer
Wooster will play host this
week and next to three men who
are applying to succeed retiring
Dean of Students Kenneth R.
Plusquellec.
The College's search committee
will kick the process off tonight
by holding the first of three open
forums with the candidates in the
Lowry Pit at 7 p.m. Faculty mem-
bers will meet with the candidates
at 4 p.m.
The candidates James Terhune
of Colgate University in New
York, Kurt Holmes of Davidson
College in North Carolina, and
Thomas Crady of Grinned
College in Iowa each have
more than 10 years of experience
in college student affairs manage-
ment, mostly at liberal arts
schools.
Search committee chair Heather
Fitz Gibbon, of the sociology and
Images presents "X"
Karen Auble
Managing Editor
,
Against the atmosphere of
rapid social change in 1968, The
College of Wooster was often
perceived "as a refuge from the
torment of the nation," alumnus
Nathaniel Speights 72 said
Tuesday night at McGaw.
In commoration of Black
History Month, the Images pro-
gram brought in alumni speakers
Speights and Walter Hill '71 as
part of a program titled "Wooster
History X" to discuss the black
perspective on the College.
The events related by Speights
and Hill contested the refuge
myth, indicating that Wooster stu-
dents were indeed affected by
national issues and challenged
racial discrimination within the
the town and The College of
Wooster as well. "We fought cul-
tural battles," Hill said.
Speights highlighted various
examples of discrimination expe
anthropology department, said
23 students have been selected
to meet one-on-o- ne with the can-
didates and make a recommenda-
tion to the search committee,
with a final mass recommen-
dation going to the adminis-
tration March 9. She said the
final decision should be made
by April 1.
"Given that spring break is
upon us, we want to have all the
feedback in immediately so that
student input can be included,"
Fitz Gibbon said. "The selection
process from this point forward is
rather simple."
The top three candidates were
chosen from a list of eight, nar-
rowed down from an initial
group of about 50 applicants. '
said Fitz Gibbon and Everett
Peachey '01 , a student member of
the search committee and SGA's
vice president for academic
see Dean s Visit on page J
rienced during his time as a
Wooster student. He said a land-
lord in town denied him occupan-
cy on the basis of his race. At the
College, students wrongfully iden-
tified him as an affirmative action
student, though Speights had gradu-
ated first in his high school class.
And many professors and stu-
dents did not recognize the need
for a black students' organization,
he said.
Yet at the same time, proactive
students were seeking ways to
expand Woostcr's diversity. On
Nov. 6. 1970, 77m? Wooster Voice,
then under Speights' editorship,
ran one of the most provocative
issues in the newspaper's history.
The issue re-titl- ed the newspaper
Roho (Voice in Swahili) and
devoted eight of its 10 pages to
editorials, histories and creative
commentaries addressing race
relations at The College of
see Activists discuss on page 2
Fate ofmonkeys still
continued from page 1
a special facility for primates nor
will the budget for Morgan Hall
support any separate facility for this
purpose."
Lucy Spieldenner '02 has been
caring for the monkeys since her
freshman year. "My concerns are
that I want what is best for them
... about how we can improve their
lives. My experience with them
has been very rewarding but also
, kind of heart-wrenchin- g. They're
1 so well cared for here that it is
sometimes hard to let them go, but it
would be easier to see them go to
a better environment," she said.
According to Thompson, the cur-
rent faTtitipg meet federal standards.
"We have to go with the Animal
Welfare Act and federal laws
about using animals in all kinds of
settings. We undergo surprise inspec-
tions by a USDA veterinary inspector
- twice a year," Thompson said. .
But she also said Kauke was
never intended to hold animals.
Improvements in lighting, heating
and drainage systems as well as
simple size requirements in the
new building could have great
potential benefits for the monkeys
as well as other species used in
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-- research. "Certainty, at the first hint
that there would be a new build-
ing. . .the President was talking to me
already and saying mis would be a
chance to have new and improved ani-
mal facilities," Thompson said. "I
can tell you mat I mink what we've
asked for is sufficient to give
unproved housing to the monkeys
over what they have now."
Thompson said : controversy
arose earlier in the year when she
constructed a wish list of what the
new facilities .. should have.
Consultants then added prices to the
wish list which increased total costs.
Another misconception is that the
Psychology department uses these
animals for so called "invasive" pro-
cedures. "What I mean by invasive
procedures is surgeries, or. bio-
medical research or physiological
research and we don't do mat. I
don't do that with the monkeys
and I won't ever do that with the
monkeys. But, the specifications
and expense of building facilities
that have to have surgical suites and
surgical equipment. . .those costs
got folded into the design,"
Thompson said.
Students and faculty are also
concerned about what will hap--
1
unknown
pen should the monkeys be forced
.
to leave the College. "If it turned
out that we couldn't put animals
in the new facility, my mission
would be to find someplace for
those animals to go. It would be
antithetical to everything that I
think to say I'm giving them to a
biomedical facility," Thompson
.
said. -- ". .:' . y...
.
' Thompson and Blasius said that
animal testing has always been
central to psychology and the
ability of the College to maintain
animals speaks highly of its com-
mitment to higher learning.
Assistant Professor of Psychology
Michael Casey said, "There is just
the intrinsic nature of being
exposed to animals, and I mink for
students who are going- - on to
graduate work, it certainly is very
beneficial to have had the opportu-
nity to work with monkeys, bird- -
.
sor whatever
"I'm gratified to know mat the stu- -'
dents who care about the monkeys
took it upon themselves to go out and
rally some support and say this is a
valuable part of my educational
experience. lis not something typical
of a liberal arts college to have ani-
mal facilities," Thompson said.
Activists discuss race issues cont'd
continued from page 1
Wooster and nationwide. Roho
additionally provoked attention to
color by its own appearance,
reversing the standard black-on-whi-te
to white ink on black
newsprint ; j j I ? ( l i !
. "Roho was a very critical state-
ment about identity.' It blew peo-
ple away," Speights saicLi "For
The Wooster Voice to talk about
race blacks in Vietnam, blacks
arKl self-harr-ed
... opened iip a dia-
logue about what 'should be
' : ? 1 'done.' ' ! f j
.
i He also mentioned' Roho'&
repercussions: people wanted to
ban the Voice, SGA wanted to cut
its funding, the'Cdliege stopped
sending the paper ta alumni and
the newspaper risletf joking 'its
advertisers. U H'!' 1'
"At that time, we k&rned so much
about the world," -- HuL staidJ'We
were talking abdut 'establishing
our cultural space and identity. '
, Speights and Hill's historical
perspectives were proceeded with
contemporary challenges
Editors: Laura
Members of the Images and
other charter house programs
Abby Maier 01, Dene House;
Andrew Huggins "03, Men of
Dream; Brian MitcheU 02, Men
of Harambee . as well as
Sharonica Raglin '03 pf Delta Phi
Alpha and Callisia Clarke '02 for
Wooster's ; ' Black' " Student
Association discussed the history
of each program and jts current
projects and initiatives.
Brooke Lockett1 02 of the
Images program concluded the
presentation. She "said,: "Many of
us recognize through the recent
events such as the swastikas
that were drawn on campus
last year. Or the 'truck' that had
driven up and Beall Avenue with
a large Confederate flag mounted on
back that ' there' are still issues
that we need to address on this
campus."- - !!;!.;-- '
Lockett! also ' presented three
demands of the College's minori-
ty community. The students want
to see the College improve admis- -
.
sions efforts to --recruit black stu
Nesler Alex Pries
dents who demonstrate talent and
involvement Ensuring the physi-
cal and emotional safety of
minority students, and effectively
challenging the assumption that
the black community segregates
themselves from the wider cam-
pus community, would also
improve conditions for minority
students, Lockett said.
In addition, Images is consider-
ing making Wooster. History X"
or a similar program an annual
event to educate the College
about its j own "compelling, yet
widely unknown, black history.
TThe lesson is simple," Images
Tosha Wiley 03 said of the
College's historical struggles with
issues of race --anti racism. "As the
students ' of fthej j 1989 Galpin
Takeover) iDokedto'the civil rights
movement of1 the i960's for guid-
ance in their retaliation against
inequality' and' injustice, we must
' look at them' as role models in
our efforts to come together to
combat all intolerances and injus
tices.
M.2QM
Candidates seeking to fill Dean position speak
continued from page 1
affairs.
"During the first 'round, it was
important to consider what the
candidates' strengths were and
what sorts of experiences they
may have," Peachey said.
"Not all schools are like
Wooster; thus, it is not possi-
ble for all deans to be a good
fit in a place like Wooster. I
think these three candidates
are extremely capable indi-
viduals who are all very quali-
fied at what they do."
Fitz Gibbon said that students
who attend the forums will be
asked to fill out evaluation forms
the night of the meetings. She
said members' of, the larger stu-
dent group include members of
the Residence ' Life staff, the
Student Government Association,
h
sections and clubs, athletic groups
and religious organizations.
"Very few are seniors," she said.
"They represent ... as wide a vari-
ety of campus involvement as we
could construct"
Plusquellec officially retires in
August after 25 years in office. The
nation-wid- e search for his replace-
ment began in September 2000.
James terhune
Terhune, who will meet with
faculty members and students this
afternoon and evening, has served
as Colgate's dean of first-ye-ar stu-
dents since 1994. Prior to that, he
was Colgate's director .of student
activities ' and a staffer in the
dean's office 'at Middlebury
College in Vermont
Terhune said the small size of .
Wooster's pampus was one of the
'7,7,7
reasons he was attracted to the
job. "I've been in liberal arts col-
leges for my whole career," he
said. "It's an environment I real-
ly think is ripe for opportunities
for people, and allows for the
kinds of relationships I think are
the most rewarding."
He said two of the main issues
confronting most liberal arts col-
leges involve access and diversity
making sure college is afford-
able and open to a diverse group
'of students.
"There has to be the ability for
students from all socioeconomic
groups to have the ability to come
to a place like this," he said.
"And since the face of our coun-
try is changing, the faces of our
campuses have to change."
Kurt Holmes
Holmes, the associate dean of
students and director of residen-
tial life at Davidson, has
worked there since 1992, when
he was the school's first live-i- n
director of Greek Affairs. He pre-
viously worked as a residence
hall coordinator at Washington
and Jefferson College in
Pennsylvania.
The son of a Wooster alum
"secretly, I think (my- - father)
hoped that I would go to
Wooster as an undergraduate,"
be said Holmes said the
College has always been on
his "short list" of institutions
he respected. And since becom-
ing a candidate, he said, he's
spoken with Karen Hales, a
Davidson biology instructor
and daughter . of Wooster
President R. Stanton Hales, about
the school and the community.
He said that as dean of stu-
dents, he would work to improve
campus culture to help attract and
retain minority students.
"The primary function of the
dean of students in any effort to
change campus culture is to set
tone and support the vision,"
Holmes said. "In this example, it
would be important to give more
than lip service to minority sup-
port and recruitment ... The mes-
sage is not lost orvatudents if the
dean, as an example, is not
engaged in an MLK event." -
Thomas Crady
Crady is Grinnell's vice presi-
dent for student services, a post
he has held since 1998. Prior to
that, he was an associate dean for
student affairs and residence hall
director. ' He is completing his
doctoral degree in educational
policy and leadership through
Iowa State University, with his
dissertation focusing on college
alcohol policies and percep-
tions of student consumption
rates. ;
Crady said he was attracted to
in higher education circles.
"I consistently hear that
Wooster's doing some new and
innovative things," he said.
He said the dean's office should
play a key role in improving the
campus climate to help attract
and retain more students from
racial and ethnic minority
groups.
"I would want to try to get lots
of folks involved in that, so I can
have a better understanding of.
how the culture is perceived by
students on campus, and if there
are problems areas, to really fig-
ure out a way to correct them,"
Crady said. "We need to make
sure the culture and environment
at Wooster is welcoming to all
students."
Town-Gow- n
All three candidates said they
also would focus on the relation-
ship between the campus and the
Wooster community.
Terhune said the ideal campus-cit- y
relationship would be one
where students felt part of the
community. "There's always ten-
sions that go along with having
college students in a small town,"
he said. "Town-gow- n relation-
ships can be so different." .
Holmes, who is chair of a
police advisory board in the city
of Davidson, said birth colleges
and community leaders have
resources to offer the other. "The
Achilles' heel for people whose
lives are encompassed by a
campus is that we come to
believe that everyone under-
stands what it is like to be in a stu-
dent culture," he said.
Crady said he hopes to help fos-
ter a sense of "mutual respect"
between both sides. "I would be
really interested in getting a
chance to know the city leaders
and people who live around
the surrounding area, looking
for ways to really increase col-
laboration and communications,"
he said.
Campus Visits
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Letter: Lack of info about rape
on campus cause for outrage
To the Editors:
' On Feb. 17, a female student
was raped on The College of
Wooster campus. The accused is a
male student actively involved
within an organization on campus.
The incident took place in the
early hours of Saturday. After the
incident, the victim was driven to
the emergency room and proceed-
ed to have a rape kit. By law,
when these medical procedures
are performed, hospitals are
required to immediately
call the police for proper
investigation.
Currently, the victim has
also made charges against
the accused with College of
Wooster Security, J-Bo- ard
and the Dean's Board.
College officials want this
situation to be rectified as
early as March 8, before
spring break. As soon as-thi- s
case is settled, the names of
the parties involved will be
revealed.
I became interested in this situ-
ation primarily because the victim
is my friend. I also began to' won-
der about what the College does to
inform the student body when
these incidents take place. I have
learned of three rapes that have
happened on this campus in the
last two semesters; however,
.
I
only heard of these incidents
through word-of-mout- h.
The fact that I have only heard
of these incidents through word-of-mou- th
is very disturbing to me
because I feel the College has a
responsibility to inform the stu-
dent body and not create a false
sense of safety and security by
hiding or covering up these facts.
Editors: Chris Powers Becca Stinson
When a laptop is stolen, a securi-
ty advisory goes up. When an ill-
ness strikes the campus, a security
advisory goes up. However, when
a student is raped, nothing is said.
I decided to go straight to the
source and interview Joe Kirk,
head of security, to determine to
what extent the College acts to
inform the student body of sexual
assault and rape on campus. I
learned that the College provides
students with a handbook every
year titled Handbook of Selected
When a laptop is stolen, a
security advisory goes up.
When an illness strikes the
CampUS. a Security advisory on campus are at ease in the
goes up. However, when a
student is raped, nothing is
said. , ; j , ..l '
College Policies.
Joe Kirk provided me with an
updated issue of the handbook as
well as a copy of current statistics
from this past year.
.
The Handbook indicates that in
1997 there were three forcible
rapes. In 1998, there was one
forcible rape and three forcible
fondlings. In 1999, there were two
sexual assaults and three forcible
fondlings. In 2000, there was one
forcible rape and. two forcible
fondlings. 11 y ;
Surprised? Now. let me remind
you that these are only document-
ed cases that have' been reported
to The College of Wooster securi-
ty, eliminating possible victims
that did not choose to speak up.
So, who has time to read the
large amounts of paperback mate- -
4
rial the College provides students
anyway? I certainly did not, and
now I wish I had. Besides the
Handbook, and the well-forgott- en
.freshman seminar of "No Means
No," I feel issues of rape and sex-
ual assault, especially right after it
takes place which is the prime
time to speak out, are not dis-
cussed appropriately within the
student body.
The consequences of this
"hush-hus- h" format are great: a
false sense of safety and security
is maintained throughout the
student body; students are
not able to learn from oth-
ers' experiences; the con-
sciences of sexual offenders
lack of vocality, and many
often repeat their behaviors;
and victims of rape and sex
ual assault often do not
: report incidents due to fear
; of being alone, unsupported
and ostracized.
The fact is the College needs to
inform the student body immedi-
ately when rape and sexual
assaults occur on this campus in
order to provoke thought, discus-
sion and, most importantly, safety.
Joe Kirk said, "I feel with all my
heart, as an institution, we need to
do more to inform the student
body. I will continue to follow the
case to the end as well as provoke
more thought as to what the col-
lege can do, to appropriately
inform the student body of rape
and sexual assaults."
--Dresden Mcintosh '02
-
.
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about reps cn campus
on Sunday, March 4 in
Lowry Pit from 8:30 to
11 p.m. Stud3r,ts, fac-
ulty and staff are
encouracad to attend.
M.2001
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I was disappointed last Friday
night
Now, before I explain, let me
make a disclaimer I am not going
to discuss whether I found
Friday's Don't Throw Shoes act
funny. I know how different
comedic tastes can be, and I have
no interest in writing a review.
No, what disturbed me that night
wasn't the humor or lack thereof
it was the subject matter, as
well as the language used
by some members of the.
group.
During one iihprov skit
about traveling down the
Grand Canyon id a canoe, a
Shoes member representing
the country of Djibouti the
name contributed by the
audience chose to define
himself by" sayihgr'Tin an African
country full ofemaciated black peo-
ple!" r l )
There is more to Djibouti, and
to Africa, than "emaciated
black people. , 5 .
An even more disturbing moment
in a scripted -- skit 'about the first
day of first grade ' featured the
character of an adult man repeat-
ing first grade for the umpteenth
time. In a Spanish accent, the char-
acter said he bad just gotten out of
jail for child molestation and was
back in first grade for the sole pur--
T ASK 5trit
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Improv show crosses the line
NaqmlKbesge
pose of scouting new prospects.
That character was the only
Latino represented in the show;
the appropriation of race was one-dimensio- nal
and offensive.
I admit that I am no regular
Shoes attendee -- 1 can't say whether
these kinds of scenarios follow an
established pattern. That, however.
realize that Don't Throw
Shoes has its First
there is a line between hav-
ing the right to say some-
thing and being right in say-
ing it.
is not die point The point is that, in
this show, some of the scenarios
included were of a racially unac-
ceptable nature. Each was a bla-
tant example of stereotyping a
minority group.
I realize that Don't Throw Shoes
has its First Amendment rights.
However; there is a line between hav-
ing the right to say something and
being right in saying it
Humor is not a genre devoid of
ethics. One mark of good satire is
its impulse toward social change,
but I didn't see much to promote
social change last Friday night.
Instead, I saw the reinforcement
of that racial divide, we Americans
like to wring our handsover so much.
AD the nice talk about inclusive-nes- s
and human and civil rights
progress doesn't amount to much
when race is still an easy fallback for
people looking for a laugh.
I admit that part of my problem
Friday night was that the jokes
came from an all-wh- ite
group playing to a predomi-
nately white crowd. Jokes
which poke holes in stereo--
Amendment rights. However, types when they come from
inside a minority group
itself can come across as
perpetuating stereotypes ,
when they come from the
majority group instead. In a
community as homogenous
as this one, self-awarene- ss
and self-polici- ng are especially
important.
This1 does not mean that the
Shoes are a group of racists. What
it does mean is that sometimes a
little thinking before you speak is
a good idea. An improv situation
is difficult; that does not mean
discretion can go out the window.
It certainly doesn't mean playing
to the lowest common denomina-
tor of the audience.
i Naomi Kresge is Editor-in-Chi- ef
ofThe Wooster Voice.
Seniors' time almost up
A I want is a JAMFG Al l ARMCf:'
wcci iu utKjc 11 an
in. Just some time
to look around and enjoy the
aspects of Wooster I won't ever
experience again. It isn't even
spring break and I'm starting to
get all sentimental. But I do have
to admit that for all my cynical
bitching, I will miss Wooster.
The last four years have gone
faster than I could have imagined,
and I'm starting to realize that the
next few months will be full of
lasts, before I transition into a few
months of firsts. Certainly my
time here is not over yet, but I'm
starting to realize that there won't
be a next time for a lot of things.
I won't come back to visit peo-
ple after graduation - that's just
not going to happen. I have every
intention of moving far,- - far away
from Ohio. Certainly I'll keep in
touch with the people I really care
about even if they are stuck in
dreaded
Wooster.
And 1 11
read the
Voice every
week, and
probably,
check
Wooster's
sports teams
Certainly my time here is
not over yet - but I'm
starting to realize that
there won't be a next
time for a lot of things.
on the Web page
every now and then.
This Saturday's basketball
game, though, could very well be
the last time I ever see a game at
Timken Gymnasium, and likely
will be the last time I'll bear the
pipers lead one of our athletic
teams into battle.
The fall flew by, and I didn't even
realize I missed my last chance to
walk through the Oak Grove while
the leaves were changing.
I will miss the surroundings
here and the friendships I have
made: never again will all of my
friends be concentrated in a two-blo- ck
radius. I'm realizing now
that I'd better cherish the
moments left with my friends
before they all go off on their
own, get married and have kids
(some faster than others).
Before I realize it, the opportu-
nity to stay up all night playing
video games will have passed.
The chance to hop in a car and
drive all weekend to see a basket-
ball game will no longer be there.
chance to
have hour-and-- a-
half long conver-
sations, in Lowry over lunch as
will the 4 a.m. trips to Country
Kitchen after putting the paper to
bed on Wednesday nights.
All I want is some time to enjoy
the things that I will miss about
Wooster. And now, when I want
that time more than ever, it seems
I have less free time than ever.
And it's not just I.S.'s fault.
Nothing irritates me more than lis-
tening to seniors say I.S. is ruining
their lives. It'll get done (for most
of us). We've known all year it's
due on March 26, and certainly
known for at least four years that
it would be coming. With just a
couple of weeks to go, all of us have
pjenty of work to do, and I cer-
tainly don't care to hear your sob
story. No. I'm not going to'blame
I.S. for my lack of reflection time.
I have a lot more commitments
than I did as
a first-yea- r,
and that's a
good thing.
Without
those com-
mitments,
my years at
Woof ter
would not be as enjoyable as they
have been.
Now, if everything could just be
put on hold for a while so I could
realize what I will miss (and what
I won't).
This is as sappy as I'll get. For
those who are convinced I'm too
cynical, relish these 600 words,
because you'll probably never
read another editorial this senti-
mental from me. Certainly, when I
pen my farewell editorial two
months from now, it'll be a little
more hard-hittin- g.
After all. I've had two years to
ponder saying goodbye to this
post, and thus two years to con-
sider everything that is wrong
with this school. And trust me, I'll
use that space to detail the hypocrisy
and problems plaguing Wooster.
But that's still some time away.
In the meantime, 1 think I'll just
sit back and take it all in. The
good and the bad.
James Allardice isditor-in-Chie- f
of The Wooster Voice. He's
got Vootown Mojo.
& -
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Twenty Wooster volunteers help Jaxon learn to crawl
Naomi Kresge
Editor-in-Chi- ef
The spirit of volunteerism is not
dead. Three times a day, five days
a week, at least an hour per ses-
sion, a team of 20 College stu-
dents and staff are giving their
time to help Wooster resident
Jaxon Premer learn to"
crawl.... .. '
"It'sOne-year-o- ld J'abion
is a blue-eye- d, blonde-haire- d
charmer with a can'tkiller smile and a
sunny disposition. He on
was diagnosed at birth
with Rubinstein-Tay- bi Syndrome,
a condition whose characteristic
features include short stature, a
beaked nose, slightly malformed
ears, a highly arched palate, anti-mongol- oid
slant of eyes, heavy or
highly arched eyebrows, a small
head, and broad, possibly angulat-e- d
thumbs andor big toes. Mild to
severe mental retardation and
slower-than-avera- ge development
J
fcimi- - i -ii--
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A curious Jaxon practices his crawling and learns his insects. '.
The card is part of a program called "Bit of Intelligence. " , ,
are also associated with .the syn-- .
drome.
.
. ,
The average child with RTS
learns to crawl between the ages
of one and two and will not walk :
until he or she reaches two to four
years of age. Wooster student,
Jackie Zagrans 04 is leading a
volunteer effort to help Jaxon get.
a jump-star- t. - j - i
i !
The Volunteers1
"My problem is that I fell in
love with the kid the first day I
met him," Zagrans said Zagrans
first learned about Jaxon early last
semester, when his mother,
Tamara Premer, spoke in one of
her classes.
She first started patterning for
Jaxon a therapy technique in
which a child's arms and legs are
making a difference in two peo-
ple's lives - and even in my own, I
describe the impact he's had
me," Jennifer Telischak '02 said.
moved back and forth opposite
each other while the child's head
is turned side to side with one
other student toward the end of
October. Soon she realized she
needed more help, and she began
recruiting volunteers with
Wooster Headline News postings.
By winter break she. had her 20
volunteers, including students
from every year. Director of
Athletics and Physical Education ;
Bob Malekoff and Director of
Public Information John Finn. '
The College also allows Zagrans
to use a Lowry room for one ses--;
sion daily, something she said
enabled more students to help, - .
.
--
, The group did a week of. work
before break and has been steady
.
since the beginning pf this,semes--:
ter. Most of the volunteers, give,
about an hour a week , . . )
t - Volunteers Erin Kollar 'Ql, and
Jennifer Telischak. '02 however,-- ;
spend every morning of the week
with Jaxon and Tamara at her
home, arriving at 8:30 a.m. and
when classes don't get in the way
sometimes not leaving until past
11 a.m.
Telischak said she was initially
nervous about the time commit-
ment involved. "But now that
we've been doing it for seven
weeks, I can't
imagine not doing
this with my
time," she said.
"It's making a dif-
ference in two
people's lives
and even in my
own, I can't describe' the impact
he's had on me. This is the best
thing'I've done in my three years
here."
Kollar said she doesn't even
notice the time commitment.
"With Jaxon, you just want to,"
she said. "I have to see my baby!"
The volunteers said one of the
most exciting things has been to
watch Jaxon make , progress.
"When I first met him ... he did-
n't move," Zagrans saidj ;"He
maybe reached for my earring,
and that was the extent of it"
Now Jaxon recognizes people --
even people he's met only a few
times. He's turned into a squinny
little baby, and he loves to grab
the fingers of volunteers and even
acquaintances. Tamara talks about
all Jaxon's "college girlfriends," ;
and she is right - infatuated stu-
dents, even non-voluntee- rs, inter- -.
nipt Jaxon's Lowry. Center pat-
terning sessions to peek, in; and
visit-,- . h ,-;-;,., , r:
Perhaps even more importantly, --
Jaxon is learning to crwLjAtjthe --
beginning of the effort,; he, pould
only crawl five feet, and that was
down an incline crawl - track. ,
Around Christmastime, he could
not sit up steadily unassisted.
Now, Jaxon sits on his own. He
typically crawls around -- 15? fee- t- ,
sometimes as much as 300 feet
daily. .He is starting , tp make
assisted efforts, at standing and ,
walking. ; , ; ;
.
.
Tamara's Goals f
': ' ; .;
'
u! ; r i I ' i r. t
Though 'the vofunieW Roup's1 '
stated goal is teaching jaxon to '
I ,' j - ' . ...
' '
' - r n -
Rachel Clickel '04 works intensively with baby Jaxon during
one ofhis daily therapy sessions.
cross-patte- rn crawl to crawl
using alternating legs and feet --
Tamara sees the effort as part of a
larger plan: helping her son over-
come the syndrome with which he
was diagnosed at birth.
Tamara said July of last year
was "the first time I had enough
guts to go to the RTS web site"
and read about the characteristics
of her son's syndrome. She said
her reaction was "there is no way
this is my child," and the very
next day she put down a deposit
for a week-lon- g seminar course
with The , Institutes for the
Achievement of Human Potential,
based in Philadelphia, Pa.
The Institutes bills itself as
a nonprofit educational, organ
ization aiming to par
ents learn how ( the brain grows
and how to speed that growth
in their brain-jnjure- d child or
enhance that growth in their
well child." .' '.. !'..,'
.
It 'was in her seminar that
Tamara learned the patterning
technique and .how fo adapt it
for Jaxon. In addition to help-
ing ; Jaxon lan o . crawl,
Premer believes the process will
also help him jrecpyer from his
RTS-relat- ed brain fiyury. "This is :
what's building e connections
between the righlj and left sides of
his brain, and it's helping to reor-
ganize his brain," she said. "If you
Photo By James Allardice
can build a bridge over the injury,
you can have a totally normal
child"
Tamara said she looks at RTS as
a list of characteristics that can be
overcome, not as a definition for
the way her son .will always be.
She said she is tackling those
characteristics "like a grocery
list" and that addressing Jaxon's
brain injury with patterning is, for
her, the first item on the list
Tamara is optimistic. "I feel like
because we're doing this, we're
not locked into the syndrome,"
. she said. "Brain injury is not a
death sentence."
"You can put a lot of stock
into mind . oyer " matter,"
Zagrans said.' "If you believe
that something is going to
make you better.J
'
it may very
well make yqu ( better." She
noted that the group has combined
a variety of therapies - a typical
session for Jaxon' includes crawl-
ing, patterning and word-color-pict- ure
recognition games.
"A lot can be said about the
mom's attitude and about how it
helps the child," Zagrans said. "I
think that part's real"'
The volunteers certainly plan
on continuing theirefforts. "I love
hanging out with him. He's a great
stress reliever, 'Telischak said.
"He makes cvery day even better
than I can imagined "
Mami Z
Don't Throw Shoes: Wooster's live comic relief
Leila Atassi
Features Editor
Moments after being inter-
viewed in the Lowry Pit, the
jokesters of Don't Throw
Shoes ran to the newspaper
bin and pretended to search
through the pages to see if the
article had been printed yet,
just for a laugh. This goofy group
has become well known among
Wooster students for their comic
behavior. Whether they're on
stage yelling to a sold-o-ut audi-
ence for improv ideas, or just
entertaining each other at the din-
ner table. Don't Throw Shoes,
Wooster's hysterical comedy
troupe; has proven to be the flavor
of the campus's collective sense
of humor. .
Don't Throw Shoes was found-- ;
ed in 1989 by Andy Cobb, a
Wooster alumnus who is currently
working with a touring profes-
sional improv group in Chicago
called "Second City." Legend has
it that Cobb and his zany friends
were in Mom's Truck Stop one
evening, engaged in a conversa-
tion about how the bookstore was
unfair to its customers. The dis-
cussion developed into a skit per-
formed in front of the Mom's din-
ing audience, and voila ' Don't
'Throw Shoes was bom. :
Fukushima
Erin McCans
The group was maintained
throughout the years under the
endorsement of the OATs, and
eventually evolved into the highly
selective group of performers we
know today.
The 10 current members shared
their tales of their initial involve-
ment with the Shoes. From eating
chalk to complete humiliation,
acceptance to this group of
improvisational comics relies
heavily on an uninhibited audi-
tion.
"Nick Hanson originally came
along with me to make me look
better at my audition," said Katie
Hammond '03. "But he ended up
blowing me out of the water, and
we both got called back.": .
"Yeah, I kinda' went around to
the members of the group and told
them that they needed a fat guy,"
said Cory Becker '04. "Because
they didn't have one and L uh ...
was one" '
"Ironically, we thought of that
before Cory mentioned it," Kevin
Egan '01 said. "We needed a
'portly' member, if you will."
Together the crew emanates
energy of spontaneity and cohe-sivene- ss,
cultivated through hours
of hard practice or "partying
together," as Matt Cutler '03
phrases it "But sometimes I think,
if I wasn't in the group would I
Staff Writer
As the due date for senior i! S. looms over the heads of
nearly every senior on Wooster's campus, it's important for
many stressed-ou- t students 'to allow themselves to step
away from their over-heat- ed computers and relax for an
hour or two. Accordingly, it may be in the best interests of
many anxious members of the Class of 2001 to take a study
break and attend two events presented by Japanese Zen;
Master Keido Fukushima next week.
The first event will be a lecture on "The Zen Way," given
at 7 p.m. March 5 in McGaw Chapel. Following the lecture,
the audience will be invited to participate in a meditation
session on the McGaw stage, during which Fukushima will
educate participants on some of the more simple sitting pos-
tures and breathing techniques associated with the Za Zene
form of meditation. ' ' '
The following night Fukushima will speak at 7 p.m. in
the Lean Lecture Room of Wsnart Hall. Fukushima, who is
a highly skilled calligrapher, wilf speak on and demonstrate
the finer points of the art ' ' ' ,
Fukushima, 68, studied classical Chinese at Hofuku-- ji in
A
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Don 't Throw Shoes in their element at Friday night's perform-
ance in Gault Recital HalL
even be friends with these peo-
ple?" he said, laughing.
"We decided a lot of us would
be bitter enemies," Clay Drinko
'02 joked. "I would hate you all,"
he told the group. "No, it just goes
to show that we're all so extreme-
ly different The dynamics just
work so well together."
While the group members have
been receptive to students' sug-
gestions, much of the Shoes'
comic inspiration is generated
from "off-the-wa- ll" brainstorming
offers enlightenment
(J Lk fit
and campus icons and events that
deserve to be taken less seriously.
The performers bring their
ideas to rehearsals and open
the floor for development
from the other members.
Often, "a skit evolves into
something on stage that is
completely different from what it
was when it was first conceived,"
Arlyn Keith '02 said.
"Don't Throw Shoes" has taken
their show on the road, perform-
ing at various sister schools, such
kayama, where a teacher taught him the Buddhist belief
that ifone member of a family becomes a monk, the rest of
the family will be reborn in a Buddhist paradise.
Fukushima's sister and grandmother had both recently
passed away, so at the age of 14 Fukushima decided that his
position in life was to be that family member. He devoted
his life to the study of Zen Buddhism, and is currently the
Zen Master and head abbot at the Tofuku-J- i Monastery in
; t i t :Kyoto, Japan.
1According to Ishwar Harris; professor of religious studies
at Wooster, Zen Buddhism has inspired many different arts.
Calligraphy, Fukushima's specialty, is one of them.
"Zen believes in capturing the moments, and art forms
are a way to demonstrate this," said Harris, who has known
Fukushima for more than 25 years. Art for the Zen Buddhist
is created not from the rational, 'analytical parts of the mind,
but' more from the spontaneous- - aspects of what people
experience. However, the artist must still be intensely
focused. In the case of calligraphy, then, the art form
''becomes a form of meditation through concentration and a
product of the meditation," Harris said. Sumi painting,
which,1 like 'calligraphy, uses, single, focused strokes to cre-
ate art, is also influenced by the Zen philosophy, as are the
as The University of Findlay.
Heidelberg and Mount Union.
This April the group is planning a
joint performance at Denison with
several other improv groups.
The Shoes describe their
rehearsals as exercises in creativi-
ty and group cohesion, as well as
dealing with the feedback of a
rowdy audience.
"We work on improvs to the
extent of building confidence
within an improv. but obviously
you don't know what you're
going to be handed when you're
actually in a performance situa-
tion," Keith said.
While Don't Throw Shoes
tries to keep its creative plans
for future performances under
wraps, member Nick Hanson
'03 jokingly offered a sneak-pee- k:
"Think musical or a
'Don't-Throw-Shoes-ath-
on' in
Lowry lobby."
"We're trying to raise aware-
ness for our cause," added Brooke
Starkoff '01.
"The cause," as explained
by Drinko, is this: "College is
supposed to be the best years
of our lives. We're obviously
an organization that's here to
lighten things up, and some-
times it makes me cry at night
before I go to bed that people take
themselves too seriously."
on return visit to Woo
arts of flower arrangement the Japanese Tea Ceremony,
martial arts and various literary arts.' including Zen humor
and haiku.
This is the second year in which Fukushima will visit the
Wooster campus. Harris and Fukushima first met when
Fukushima was a Zen monk and Harris was a graduate stu-
dent at Claremont College in California. The two remained
friends, and in 1999 Harris visited Fukushima's monastery
in Kyoto, Japan, where he participated in the daily lives of
the monks, including the study of their art forms.
Though other Zen Masters have established themselves
in the United States, Harris believes that Fukushima is the
only such Master who focuses his U. S. involvement on the
education of college students. The College of Wooster is
just one stop on a national tour of colleges and universities
through which Fukushima hopes to teach students about the
wisdom of Zen. There are so many misconceptions about
Zen ... because of the hippie movement" Harris said,
adding that Fukushima hopes to relay to students that "there
is so much more to Zen" than many of them realize.
Fukushima's visit i is co-sponso- red by the Campus
Ministries, the South' Asia Committee and the Cultural
Events Committee.
i-- v
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Waldman fiddles with poetry "Hannibal" is served
Lauren Kulchawik
Associate Editor
Ken Waldman, "Alaska's
Fiddling Poet," looks exactly as
one would imagine an Alaskan
fiddling poet to look. With fiddle
in hand and bushy Jerry Garcia
hair on his head, wearing jeans
and a loose work shirt, Waldman
performed before a small gather-
ing of students in the College
Underground on
Monday.
Waldman
interspersed his
poetry reading
with "crooked
little tunes," tra--d
i t i o n a 1
Appalachian
music as well as
original fiddle
songs that
helped to tell his
life story. He
began this
"palate clean-
ing" perform-
ance style about
10 years ago
an audience
member once
called it "palate
cleaning":
because the fid-
dling refreshes
between poems,
as a glass' of
water does in a r "
five course meat '.
Much of Waldman's poetry is
tied to his life in Alaska, from the
people he meets in small villages
to his experience' of surviving a
plane crash." :Some poems are
about fiddling itself, such as
"Midnight": "I unsnap the case,
put that fiddle under my chin,
curl fingers around the bow, and
play spooked, archaic tunes.
'Hey 7 you're scarin the cats --
quit scarin' the cats, my house-
mate would shout"
He still occasionally plays his
first fiddle, bought from a friend
for $100.
A fifteen-yea-r resident of
Alaska, Waldman joked, "I'm
self-title- d 'Alaska's ; Fiddling
Poet, not officially state commis-
sioned." Waldman has traveled all
over the state of Alaska from
Fairbanks to Juneau to Nome and
Anchorage - gathering inspiration
for his poetry and learning to play
fiddle along the way. "Alaska is
too interesting to leave," he said.
Waldman calls himself a
nomad, and he even wrote a fid-
dle tune called "The Nomad,"
which he played for the
Underground audience. While
teaching tennis lessons in
?"
'If
' "
.
'
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PHOTO BY
Alaskan fiddling poet Ken Waldman plays the fiddle in between
reading his poems at the Underground this past Monday.
Fairbanks and Juneau, Waldman
also began to teach fiddle to
beginners, since he claims he was
"kinda bad at it back then."
His writing has been featured in
the College's publication, "Artful
Dodge," edited by Associate
Professor of English Daniel
Bourne. Through Bourne,
Waldman learned of the opportu-
nity to perform at the College.
Waldman frequently brings his
unique act to the lower 48 states,
where he has toured universities,
festivals and coffeehouses.
Though Waldman is a
Philadelphia native and a business
graduate of Duke University, he
found his calling in Alaska, where
he earned his MFA in creative
writing at the University of
Alaska-Fairbank- s.
While living in the small town
of Nome ("almost in Russia," he
joked), Waldman taught writing
via telephone to university stu-
dents. The school is one building,
containing . a small library,
Waldman said.
"I was a one-pers- on English
department over the phone," he said.
For about an hour, the class would
discuss in a conference-ca- ll format,
with Waldman as the facilitator.
James Allardice
Considering the
vastness of
Alaska, which is
the size of five to
s e v e n
Midwestern
states, phone
ferences and mail
correspondence
were the easiest
way to interact
with students.
Waldman finds
joy in inspiring
his students to
write. For exam-
ple, one exercise
he ran prompted
a student to write
a story that
would later be
published in a
rock-climbi- ng
magazine. The
exercise was to
write about one
minute of
moUgjlt during a
certain activity, and the student
wrote an exiting piece about climb-
ing. "I said, 'John, if you type this
up and send it to a magazine, I'll
give you I air Ai'. And he did,"
Waldman aid H ;
. Yet Waldman appeals to a
younger generation of writers as
well. He often performs for
school children he plays the
fiddle, tells stories and then
instructs the children to get out a
piece of paper and write. At the
Underground, Waldman played
the tune "Cluck Old Hen," which
he claims "changed my life" and
first began his tradition of per-
forming for children.
"The rambunctious kids actually
circled and listened," he said. Having
that power amazed him, and it
helped him realize his calling in life.
Corrixe Brush
- Film Critic
"Hello, Clarice." Just hear-
ing those two words makes
everyone think of the unmistak-
able voice of Dr. Hannibal
Lecter. Lecter, portrayed by
legendary actor Anthony
Hopkins, who won a Best Actor
Oscar for the same role in
"Silence of the Lambs," is back
and is evil as ever. .
"Hannibal," with a screen- -'
play written by David Mamet
("State and Main," "Wag the
Dog"), was adapted from
Thomas Harris 1999. novel.
Harris also wrote 'Silence of the
Lambs." The film was directed
by Ridley Scott, whose other
credits include movies such as
"Gladiator," "G.I. Jane,"
The 1 ma & Louise," and "Blade
Runner." . Steven Zaillian
("Schindler's List"), also
helped adapt the screenplay
from Harris' novel. . '
."Hannibal" is the much
awaited sequel to 1991's hit
thriller "Silence of the Lambs."
It is the story of FBI special
agent Clarice Starling (Ju'ianne
Moore of "Magnolia," "The Big
Lebowski"), and her obsession
with Dr. Hannibal- - Lecter.
Moore snagged the role after
Jodie Foster, who played
Starlirg in "Silence of the
Lambs," declined to replay the
character herself. Moore fills
the role to perfection and is .
almost the mirror image of
Foster. ,
Waldman was in a plane crash
several days later, an incident that
made him value his future oppor-
tunities. He told the story of "the
spontaneous poetry reading"
between himself and the pilot, the
only two people on the plane. As
they were waiting for rescue,
Waldman, injured, read some his
poems to the pilot, who had asked
him out of boredom, "so don't
you have anything to talk about?
Waldman happened to have some
of his poetry books handy. ,
Waldman is remembered wher-
ever he goes. "They'll say, when I
After Lecter's jailbreak in
191, he went mto hiding; which
is where the movie finds him.
Starling is called back to the
case after she is summoned to
visit the only surviving Lecter
victim, Mason Verger. Verger is
played by actor Gary Oldman,
though to look at him, one
would never know. Although
Verger initially seems like he
wants to help, he is really moti-
vated by his own hatred of
Lecter. After Starling is asked
by .her sexist supervisor Paul
Krendler (Ray Liotta, "Field of
Dreams") to take a leave of
absence from the bureau she
becomes obsessed with the case.
This leads to a bunch of exciting
twists and turns in the plot and
. maybe even a shocking ending
for viewers.
Throughout the course of
"Hannibal," the. audience may
be surprised to find themselves
actually cheering for Lecter.
Like in the first movie, he has a
" sort of calm presence that makes
people want to like him.
This movie is full of gore and
violence, and is a thriller with
just the right amount of humor
thrown in. It has a great ensem-
ble cast, headed by two of the
greatest actors in the business
'
today. All of these aspects com-
bine have kept "Hannibal" at the
number one spot for three
straight weeks. So, have a nice
dinner of liver and fava beans,
with a nice glass of Chiar.ti, and
go see this great thr:..er.
well worth the six dollars..
It is
come back to a town again, 'Oh
yeah, you're the guy who looks
like Chpng! or, 'Oh, you still
haven't shaved!'" he joked.
He'll most likely remember
Wooster, another stop along his
nomadic path, and one that may
inspire a poem. "You can write
( about anything," he said. "Maybe
I'll ,write a poem called
'
'Woosten the Underground.'"
;
' Waldman's recent books ! of
' poetry,. "Nome Poems," is avail-
able in the Wilson Bookstore. His
i CD, "A Week in Eek," is available
at WCWS.
MMardi Gras Party
with the
Lir Brian and9 p.m, i1 a.m.Q
The underground The Zydeco Travelers
Iil Brian and The Zydeco Travelers are a zydeco
band with rap, funk and contemporay African music.
Zydeco features a creole sound with accordian.
Beginning Friday
Cinemark
Movies 1Q
See Spot Run (PG)
The Mexican (R)
Down to Earth (PG-1- 3)
Recess: School's Out (G)
Sweet November (PG-1- 3)
Hannibal (R)
Saving Silverman (PG-1- 3)
Monkeybone (PG-J- 3) --
The Wedding Planner (PG-1- 3)
Cast Away (PG-1- 3)
Three Thousand Miles
to Graeeland (R)
King Cakes and
Beads
-.-
-
at
(1:10)4:55,7:20,9:35
(1:35)4:45,7:30,9:35
(1:20, 3:20) 5:30. 7:45, 9:55
(12:50,2:50)5:00,7:10
(1:30)4:25,7:40,10:20
(1:15)4;15,7;15, 10:10
.
'9:30
(1.-0-0, 3:00) 5:10, 7:35, 9:40
(1:25)4:30,7:25,9:45
(12:55) 4:00, 7:00, 10:00
(1:05)4:05,7:05,9:50
() Saturday and Sunday Only
No passes
All shows before 5 p.m. only $3.75
General Admission $5.75 for adults,
Friday and Saturday after 5 pjn. $6'
First Matinee show Mon-F- ri $3 ,
For complete listings, call 345-875- 5
"Having Our Say" at Wooster
Jill Treftz
Chief Staff Writer
In 1991, journalist Amy Hill
Heath conducted a series of inter-
views with a pair of centenarian
sisters living in ML Vernon, NY.
What began as an article in The
New York Times" eventually
became three books, a made-for-televisi- on
movie and a Broadway
play now showing this
Thursday and Friday at Wooster's
own Freedlander Theatre.
"Having Our Say: The Del any
Sisters First 100 Years' is the
story of 101-year-- old A.
Elizabeth "Bessie" Delany
and her 103-year-o- ld sis-
ter, Sarah "Sadie" Delany, two
two of the 10 children of a
former slave and a woman
of mixed race, whose lives
spanned the post-Civ- il of
War Reconstruction period
all the way through the
20th century. The play
chronicles a single
evening in the sisters lives, dur-
ing which they recount a hundred
years worth of memories.
"Basically the play is just the
two women talking about their
lives and the experiences that
they've had a hundred years of
history," said Liliona Quarmyne
01, who plays Bessie.
Visiting Professor of Theatre
Ansley Valentine, who is direct-
ing the production, said,
"Although they were not promi-
nent figures themselves, they
knew everybody of note, particu-
larly African-Americ- an figures ...
but they also knew Mrs.
Roosevelt, W. E. B. DuBois,
Booker T. Washington and many
more folks that I'm sure people
will recognize."
Quarmyne says of Bessie,
"She's feisty. She talks a lot
about how her sister Sadie is a
true Christian woman ... she
says she's mean and belligerent
... she won't let herself be
walked over."
Conversely, Carson Mhoon
'02, who plays Sadie, describes
her character as "calm. She's
mama's child. She's less aggres- -
"Basically the play is Just
women talking about
lives and the experiences
they've had a hundred
history," said Liliona
Quarmyne '01, who plays
Bessie.
sive than Bessie is ... she's the
calmer of the two, more agree-
able, more friendly."
According to Mhoon, both
women were active in the civil
rights movement, but Sadie chose
to take a less confrontational role,
opting for roles in education and
public speaking, rather than the
protests her sister participated in.
Yet despite these differences, the
two sisters never married and --
lived together all their lives, up
until Bessie's death in 1995 at the
age of 104. Sadie died several
years later, in 1999 at the age of
109. Before her death, she pub-
lished one book, "On My Own at
107: Reflections on Life without
Bessie."
Valentine, upon being asked to
participate in the Black Arts
Festival, chose "Having Our Say"
for several reasons.
"One, because it's about two
women, so not having to get a lot
of people involved in the rehears-
al of it, and two, we happened to
have two theatre majors who are
women of color," he said. "And
it's not just about black history ...
it has some of the universal
themes in it ... it would
the speak to American his-- .tory, not just African-the- ir
American history."
ffjgf Quarmyne echoed
Valentine's assessmentyears of play It.g a pIay
about two African-America- n
women, but
more than that, it's a
play about two amaz-
ingly strong, independ-
ent women who have lived amaz- -'
ing lives ... I think the play does
transcend boundaries it's not
just about race."
The play runs Thursday and
Friday, at 8:15 p.m. in
. Freedlander Theatre. Admission
is $8 for adults and $2.50 for ele-
mentary and high school students,
senior citizens and College of
Wooster faculty and staff. College
of Wooster students will be admit-
ted at no charge. Tickets are avail-
able in the Freedlander Theatre
box office or by calling 330--
.
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Virginia follows Duke win with UNC slaying .
Once again proving the Atlantic Coast Conference is the most ,
competitive league in the nation, Virginia has gone on a tear of .
late, beating two of the top teams in the nation. Within the last two - :
weeks; the Virginia Cavaliers have improved to 13-- 1 .with a close,'. ;
91-8- 9 win over then 2 Duke, and followed it up this Week with a
86-6- 6 "spanking of 1 North" Carolina;' Joseph; Forte. Carolina's
candidate for Player of the Year, scored 28 points but was only. 4--.
19 after starting out 7--8 fro- -i C e f JJ. - Ji; ; J
A-Virgini-
a's Reer Mason 1 3 t:.e Cavs with 18, pushing Iftemto a- -
H--t record zx home 'and r 5 n ft ACC Th?'was Virginia's ;v
fourth "victory over a' h i r- - eJ n tl e top 10 at the time,..-;-;
Virginia Li 5' "2 at t 2 h ", f 'J ty r - t j-ee-roi-e- rs, and
rolled on to y w tLe 5 1 1 - f, w h, -- e t :y were never real--ly
thread - I the rcj" 'y T--r - .
Slumping Cavs can t defend against Toronto
Despite putting double and even triple team defenses on. Voice
Carter, he was able to score 32 on the way to a 101-8- 9 Raptor win
at home over the Cleveland Cavaliers. But the real story of
Tuesday night was Morns Peterson, who benefited from
Cleveland focusing on Carter by nailing seven three-pointe- rs and
29 points overall. ' " ' : '
Toronto has now won eight straight over Cleveland, who
haven't won a game against them since March of 1999. "To have
somebody else shoot 29 points behind Vince, it's going to be tough
to beat them," Cleveland coach Randy Whittman said. Chris
Chtfds, whom the Raptors acquired from New York last week, had
seven turnovers. Peterson's previous career high was 22 in
January, when he made his NBA start.
Sports Briefs compiled by Staff writer Josh Pantesco
"OK, the XFLis tacky, but
so isKathy Lee Gifford
and Bill Clinton.9'
i -
Deborah Hudson on the
XFL in an article she wrote
: for ESPN.com's Page 2
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SWIMMING & DIVING
The men's and women's swimming and diving
teams entered this season coming off of 1 1th and 13th
place NCAA finishes, respectively, and the teams
have both maintained a solid record this year. The
women's team was a perfect 7-- 0 in dual meet action,
led by Jessica Ritchie '03. who paced the Scots with
team-be- st times in the 50. 1(K) --and 200 freestyle
swims. Jody Bray "03 set the pace for the women's
distance events, posting team-be- st times in the KXK)
and 1 650, free. F.rin Popelka "03. Beth Starling '02
and Jenny Bayuk '03 also consistently contributed
solid performances to the women's efforts.
The men's team continued to be headlined by Wes
Bennett '01 this year, who holds the fastest 50
freestyle time in Division III this season. Alex Hastie
"03 was a solid contributor for the Scots this season,
as were Jim Gilchrist "04 and Jody Herzog "02.
The swimmers are gearing up for the NCAA cham-
pionships in March.
"
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mfn's basketball
In a season begun with high expectations, the
Wooster men's basketball team has met or exceeded
nearly all of them. Although the Scots lost the regu-
lar season NCAC championship to Wittenberg, they
won their third consecutive NCAC Tournament
Championship last weekend and secured a first-roun- d
bye in the NCAA Division III tournament. Wooster,
which spent time in the top five nationwide for much
of the year, was also ranked first in the country by
d3hoops.com in the Feb. 13 poll, a first for the team.
Bryan Nelson '03 led the Scots in points scored
during the regular season, averaging 17.1 points per
game and 9.2 rebounds per game. Antwyan Reynolds
'02 was hot on his heels with a 16.3 points per game
average.
The Scots, who made it to the Sweet Sixteen last
season, will continue their postseason bid when they
take on the winner of the CarthageMarian game at
home on Tuesday.
File Photo
women's basketball
The women's basketball team, coming off two con-
secutive 8-- 17 seasons, was looking for a breakout
season this year. Early indications were good.
Wooster was playing .500 ball going into a nearly
three-wee- k break in action and was looking to be in
position for a solid season but then the wheels fell
off. Wracked by injuries to all-confere- rice players
Stephanie Woodruff "02 and JoCi Horn '01, and
slowed by a long break, the Scots never returned to
their early-seaso- n form, slumping their way to a 4-- 17
record. The 17 losses include 15 in a row, a streak
Wooster snapped in a big 70-4- 6 win over Hiram.
Nara DeJesus '03 continued to be a bright spot for
Wooster this year, leading the team with 14.5 points
per game and 9.4 rebounds per game.
Morgan Ramsdell '01 also had a strong season, her
first back since being sidelined by injuries for most of.
the past two years. Ramsdell averaged 1 1 .4 points
per game and 6.4 rebounds per game.
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strategy as just being determined
and working hard."
The victory gave the Scots an
automatic bid to this week's
NCAA Tournament. It is likely
that the Scots, who are ranked No.
2 in the most recent d3hoops.com
poll, would have received an at-lar- ge
bid anyway, but Moore
wanted to leave nothing to
chance.
"It s risky to get in that way."-Moor- e
said, referring to at-lar- ge
selections. "We would have been
on the bubble and we didn't want
our season to end. We are accus-
tomed to winning conference
championships and we wanted to
do it again."
The Scots will host a second-roun- d
tournament game this
Saturday at 7:30 p.m. The oppo-
nent will be the victor of the
Carthage (Wise.) and Marian
(Wise.) game, which will be
played tonight. Moore indicated
2 00 1 NCAA Tournament
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fourth place in the 3000-met- er
race with a time of 1 1 : 1 9.0.
The men's team also earned
h'h rarks in 1 events.
Michiiel Jvurden '03 placed
tv-r- J n i1 " 55-- n vr ! " js
(5 F4), : " s ' V aced
foiim in t.-'.- s 2J-':.e:..- r 1 ;nnt
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Continued from p. 12
points. Reynolds was the only
other Scot in double figures, fin-
ishing with 12 points.
"We wanted to dump it inside,
but we told everybody to be ready
to shoot in case there was nothing
inside," Head Coach Steve Moore
said of the final play. "We ran a
pick and the big man switched out
on Antwyan and he was able to hit
the three."
After being hammered 58-2- 5 on
the boards in their previous loss to
the Tigers, Wooster kept it close
this time, getting out-rebound- ed
just 34-3- 1.
Moore said three strategies
were essential for the Scots to
avenge their earlier defeats. "We
needed to contain their point
guards and give more inside help
on their big men.' he said. "The
most important thing was better
rebounding. That's not so much a
that Carthage, which is currently
ranked No 4 and spent much
ot the season ranked No I in
the d 3 hoops corn poll, is an ' over-whelmin- g
favorite' in tonight's
matchup
Despite Wooster's lofty rank-
ing, they got a er lough draw in
the tournament, wiih tour ol the
nations top live teams in the same
region
But Moore saw two positives
"We were able to get a first round
bye. which helps because we've
got some guys hanged up." he
said "Plus, we got a home game
We can't control who we play, hut
we're looking forward to a great
atmosphere "
Tickets went on sale-Wednesda- y
at noon A sellout is
expected, so students ate encour-
aged to get a ticket early The first
500 College ot Wooster students
who show up Saturday will
receive a uold I-sh- irt
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at the No.- - 2 singles spot.
Likewise Fisher dominated her
opponent 6--1, 6--0 at No. 4.
Stonewater also combined with
Sarah Strickler '01 for an 8-- 6 wiii
at the top doubles position, while
Fisher and Kristin Walley '02
were 8-- 5 victors at No. 2 doubles.
Strickler lost her singles match 6--1,
6--1 at No. 1, while Walley lost
the closest match of the day 6-- 7,
7--6, 6--1 at No. 3. Rounding out
the results was an 8-- 5 win at third
doubles for Walsh over Koch and
Medaris.
In its second match of the sea-
son, the Wooster men's team got
off to a slow start by losing the
doubles point to host Walsh and
couldn't catch up, as the two
squads split the six singles match-
es, gving Walsh the 5-- 4 victory.
The Cavaliers won the top two
Men's Basketball
March 3 vs. winner of
CarthageMarian
Wooster moved on to face
Wittenberg, who defeated Ohio
Wesleyan in the other semifinal,
to set up the third showdown
between the two nationally ranked
foes. .' '
This one was a fight to the fin-
ish. Luckily for Wooster, they had
a gladiator on their side: Bryan
Nelson. Nelson carried the team
on his broad shoulders, scoring a
career-hig- h 31 points on ll-of-- 15
shooting and grabbing 10
rebounds.
But Nelson couldn't do it alone.
He had some clutch outside shoot-
ing help.
With 28 seconds left and the
game tied at 56, Reynolds drained
a three-point- er for the winning
Continued on p. 11
one down
flights 8-- 3 and 8-- 5 respectively. In
neither match did the Wooster
players manage to break serve.
Matt Bierlein '01 and Kirk
Lapham '01 needed to win a
tiebreaker (7-- 3 to record the
Scots only doubles victory at the
No. 3 position. ,
In singles play it was the Scots'
best players that deserve the
blame, as the bottom of the lineup
swept their competition.
Nilesh Saldanha '04 at No. 1
and Rob Ogg '01 at No. 2 both
lost their singles matches. Jake
Sinitch '02 picked up a win at No.
3 in the closest match of the day
4-- 6, 6--4, 6-- 2.
Bierlein fell at the No. 4 spot,
while Brandon Lichtman '03 and
Marc Patterson 04 swept past
their opponents at fifth and sixth
singles, respectively.
0
1
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Editors: Erica BARNHILL BEN MITCHELL
The sweet taste of victory (and revenge) in NCAC tourney
Men's bball team triumphs over Witt, claims third consecutive NCAC tourney championship
Chris Powers
Viewpoints Editor
i
like the old saying goes, the
third time was a charm for the
Wooster men's basketball team.
The team defeated Wittenberg 59--
56 last Saturday to clinch the
North Coast Athletic Conference
Tournament title after losing twice
to the Tigers during the regular
season. The title is the third in a
row for the Scots and their fourth
in the last five years, and gave
Wooster an automatic bid into the
NCAA Tournament
But it was a struggle just to get
to the championship game. The
second-seede-d Scots played third
seed Earlham in Friday night's
semifinal. After leading for most
of the game, Wooster withstood a
Tennis goes one up,
Ben Mitchell
Sports Editor
The men's and women's tennis
teams traveled to Walsh
University on Feb. 23. The
women started off their season
with a 6--3 win, while the men fell
to Walsh 5-- 4 to even their overall
mark to 1-- 1.
A pair of hard-earne- d victories
at fifth and sixth singles helped
push the women past Walsh.
Stacia Koch '04 and Molly
Medaris '04 were the difference-make- rs
as the duo each won in
three sets. Koch won at the No. 5
spot 6--1, 2--6, 6--2 while Medaris
came out on top at No. 6, 4-- 6, 6--3,
6-- i. , .
Other Scots turning in singles
victories were Sara Stonewater
'01 and Ashley Fisher '01.
Stonewar won handily 6--1, 6-- 1
furious second-ha- lf rally by 'the
Quakers for the 90-7- 9 victory.
The Scots led by as many as 16
points in the first half, but
Earlham fought its way back into
the game, eventually taking a 62-6- 1
lead midway through, the sec-
ond half. Wooster pulled away
from there to secure a spot in the
championship game.
Six Wooster players scored in
double figures at the Earlham
game. Antwyan Reynolds 02 led
the charge by scoring 18 points
and passing for five assists. Steve
Thompson '01 had 15 points and
, five assists, Matt Smith and Bryan
Nelson '03 had 13 points each,
Nate Gaubatz 01 scored 11
points, and Brian Carlisle '02
added 10.
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Antwyan Reynolds '02 directs the offense against Witt.
Save the last chance
Erica Barnhhl
.
Sports Editor
Last Saturday's swim meet at
Case Western Reserve University
was called the "Last Chance
Meet" for a reason the partici-
pants were there not to compete
for their schools, but for one. last
chance to make a qualifying time
and join their teammates at the
NCAA national competition.
.
Unfortunately, none of the
Wooster swimmers attending the
meet were able to achieve this
objective, though several Scots
Indoor Track
March 3-- 4 at NCAC
Championships (Granville
Ohio)
File Photo
turned in season-be- st . times in
their respective events-Ada- m
Yack and Mike Durik
'04s both recorded strong times in
the 500 freestyle. Yack swam in a
time of 4:56.93, while Durik hit
the wall at a personal best 5:01.13.
Jessica Ritchie '02 turned in a
solid performance in the 200 indi-
vidual medley race, clocking a
time of 2:16.06.
The swim teams now turn their
focus to Nationals, which take
place March 7-- 10 for the women
and March 14-1- 7 for the men.
